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WHAT'S NEW?

IEUWA Bargaining Representatives and Branch Officials met with CEWA on Tuesday 21 September for the
third enterprise bargaining meeting. On the Friday afternoon prior to this meeting, CEWA provided a
‘response’ to the IEUWA Members' Log of Claims – which contained a lengthy string of ‘no’s’ and ‘not right
now’s. 

Read more at 
ieuwa.org.au/catholic-bargaining-2021

Speak to every single teacher at your school and ask them to join with you and become an IEU Member.
This agreement affects them as much as it affects you – how will they feel if these changes are passed
and they didn’t do anything to try and stop them?

IEUWA Members together have the collective
power to make the changes that you want to see
in your workplace.

CEWA seem to think that "further information (is) required" for COVID-19 to qualify for Pandemic
Leave.
CEWA believe "it is neither possible nor desirable to regulate all aspects of a professional teacher's
workload"
Apparently, ensuring that teachers receive a 30-minute lunch break is "operationally prohibitive".
Wait until CEWA find out that students in Catholic schools somehow receive a longer break than that!

Some highlights of their response: 

being ordered to organise their own relief when they can’t work. 
being told to double- and triple-up on the places they need to post their planning documents.
pressured into answering work emails and calls outside of work hours.
being given extra classes instead of extra DOTT
expected to just sit politely while they are given more and more work to do and no accommodations
to help them do it.

CEWA kicked bargaining off with a 'draft agreement' that would leave teachers worse off compared to
what they already have. Now, they’ve ignored teachers’ long-held concerns about their workloads and
the toll it is having on their health and wellbeing, instead focusing on making drastic cuts to teacher's
conditions.
 
Meanwhile, teachers are still:

DON'T LET CEWA GET AWAY WITH IGNORING UNSAFE WORKLOADS 

CEWA have Teacher Workloads listed as the only agenda item for the next bargaining meeting on Oct 13.
CEWA intend to wipe their hands of this complex issue in just one meeting.
  
IEUWA Members have consistently raised highlighted the need to address workloads for years.  In 2019,
IEUWA Catholic Delegates disputed CEWA's attempted changes to the Teacher Workloads Policy. Though
CEWA were forced to back down on their proposed changes to the policy, they rejected the changes
that IEUWA Delegates presented to them. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO?


